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Information Classification Frequently Asked Questions 
 
Q. Why do we need to classify our documents? 
A. We need to classify documents to help us manage them in a secure way. By classifying a 
document we can establish what level of protection is required. It is also a key part of our 
ISO27001 accreditation and all documents that we create and manage need to be classified.  
 
Q. What are the classifications that we are applying to documents? 
A. There are three classifications of which one should be applied to documents. These are 
‘Public’, ‘Controlled’ and ‘Restricted’.  
 
Q. How do I determine what classification my documents fall into? 
A. When considering which classification to apply it is important to consider the likely impact 
that the release of the information would have. If documents are routine and do not contain 
personal information they are likely to be PUBLIC. If documents contain personal information 
or information which staff at the Council are allowed access to because of the role they 
perform then they are likely to be CONTROLLED. If documents contain sensitive 
information, and information which is restricted to a specific person or group of people then 
they are likely to be RESTRICTED.  
 
Q. Where should I put classification on my document? 
A. Ideally the classification should be in header of your documents in Arial 13 in capitals in 
the top right corner of the document. If this is not possible (because your header is being 
used for other purposes) then putting the classification anywhere in the document is 
acceptable so long as it is clearly visible (e.g. in the footer or as a watermark). 
 
Q. What do I do about applying a classification to spreadsheets? 
A. Spreadsheets should also be classified ideally using the insert header command 
 
Q. What do I do about applying a classification to presentations? 
A. You can insert the classification in the footer of the slides so that they are visible in that 
way. 
 
Q. When do I need to start using classifications? 
A. The use of classifications was agreed at the Information Governance Group in June and 
has been in force since the 27th June 2013. 
 
Q. Do I need to classify all my old documents? 
A. You do not need to retrospectively classify your old documents, however you will need to 
classify newly created documents. It may be advantageous to classify current versions of 
documents and procedures. 
 
Q. Do I have to classify letters I send out? 
A. If your letters contain personal information then you will need to put a classification on the 
letter. It is acceptable to put the classification in the footer of a letter so as not to detract from 
the content of the letter.  
 
Q. Can I use standard mail to send restricted information out? 
A. It is acceptable to use standard mail for controlled and restricted information, however 
consideration should be given to whether special or recorded deliver is required. (Information 
Classification and Handling Policy page 7) 
 
Q. Do I need to classify information in databases or on case management systems? 
A. No, live data in systems such as case/client management systems does not require 
classification. However if the data is exported into a document then the document will need 
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to have a classification applied to it. Access rights to a system and records are normally set 
according to the sensitivity of the information held within it.  
 
Q. Does classification apply to website pages or intranet pages? 
A. No, classifications will not be applied to individual web pages. However documents which 
are uploaded to those web pages will need to have a classification applied to them.  
 
Q. What should I do if I have a bundle of documents all of different classifications? 
A. You should classify the documents based on the highest classified document within the 
bundle (i.e. if you have three controlled documents and one restricted, then the bundle will 
be classified as restricted) (Information Classification and Handling Policy page 5).  
 
Q. What happens if a document changes over time and its sensitivity might change? 
A. Documents are likely to change over time and the classification will change as time 
progresses, as these changes happen then the classification should be amended (i.e. a 
sensitive document might be restricted while it is being worked on, but might become 
controlled once it has been approved by a body such as Cabinet).  
 
Q. Do I need to put classifications on blank forms or leaflets that are going to be filled in with 
information which might be personal? 
A. It can be beneficial to insert a classification on a blank document which you know will 
eventually have personal or privileged information on it, rather than classifying it when the 
form or leaflet has been received as a completed form.   
 
Q. Do I need to write a classification on a document or do I need to stamp it? 
A. The method of classifying a document will be a departmental decision based on 
resources. It is acceptable to write a classification on a document, or use a stamp if one is 
available.  
 
Q. I have heard that printed documents are automatically classed as PUBLIC and do not 
need to be marked, does that mean I never need to put the classification on the document? 
A. No, when documents are printed out without a classification they are assumed to be 
PUBLIC. However all documents, including those which are PUBLIC should be clearly 
labelled with their classification then future recipients know that the document classification 
has been considered . 
 
Q. Does PUBLIC mean that the public do routinely see information with this classification? 
A. No, PUBLIC means that the documents are ones which do not contain sensitive or 
privileged information, the disclosure of which would have serious consequences for the 
Council. It does not mean that the public automatically see the information. 
 
Q. Do I need to put a classification on a document that will only be seen on-screen rather 
than be printed? 
A. Yes even documents which will only ever be used and read electronically will need to be 
classified.  
 
Q. Does classification apply to documents I receive from partners I work with? 
A. Yes classification does apply to documents which you receive from partners, this should 
be covered by the Information Sharing Protocol you have in place with your partner.  
 
Q. Do classifications relate to the sorts of documents we release under Freedom of 
Information, and Data Protection legislation? 
A. No, classifications are purely in place to enable us to manage and handle documents 
correctly. A different set of criteria is used to determine whether documents can be disclosed 
under the various pieces of access to information legislation.  
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Q. Does classification apply to my emails, and how do I classify them? 
A. Yes, classification does apply to emails and they will need to be classified. All 
Derbyshire.gov.uk emails will be classified as CONTROLLED  by default (if no other 
classification has been selected) and individual email users will need to amend this if the 
information falls under a different classification. GCSx secure emails will default to 
RESTRICTED and Artsderbyshire will default to PUBLIC. Detailed information regarding the 
email changes will be sent out in the next few weeks when the change is implemented.  
 
Q. My section have to take custody and seize documents created by other organisations as 
part of investigations. Do these need to be classified? 
A. No, if the documents are the property of another organisation/person they do not been to 
be classified.  
 


